
Vytherax, the Stormcaller
YTHERAX, KNOWN AS THE STORMCALLER, IS AN

Adult Blue Dragon whose command over

the desert storms and lightning is

unmatched. This dragon not only embodies

the ferocity and cunning of its kind but also

wields the raw power of the storm itself.

Below are the detailed stats and unique

abilities that set Vytherax apart.

Stats
Attribute Value

AC 19 (Natural Armor)
Hit Points 225 (18d12 + 108)
Speed 40 ft., fly 80 ft., burrow 30 ft.

Abilities
STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

25 (+7) 10 (+0) 23 (+6) 16 (+3) 15 (+2) 19 (+4)

Saving Throws
Dex +5, Con +11, Wis +7, Cha +9

Skills
Perception +12, Stealth +5

Damage Immunities
Lightning

Senses
Blindsight 60 ft., Darkvision 120 ft., Passive

Perception 22

Languages
Common, Draconic

Challenge
16 (15,000 XP)

Lightning Breath (Recharge 5-
6)

Vytherax exhales lightning in a 90-foot line that is 5

feet wide. Each creature in that line must make a DC

19 Dexterity saving throw, taking 66 (12d10)

lightning damage on a failed save, or half as much

damage on a successful one. This devastating attack

showcases Vytherax’s elemental dominance, capable

of cleaving through ranks of enemies or obliterating

obstacles with raw electrical power.

Stormcall

Once per day, Vytherax can summon a desert storm

within a 5-mile radius centered on itself. This storm

lasts for 1 hour, reducing visibility and imposing

disadvantage on Perception checks based on sight

and ranged attack rolls.

Lightning Mastery

Vytherax has enhanced control over lightning. In

addition to its lightning breath, it can cast Chain

Lightning (DC 17) once per day, reflecting its

mastery over electrical energy.

Mirage

Vytherax can create illusory terrain within its lair or

the surrounding area, making it difficult for intruders

to navigate. This ability functions similarly to the

Mirage Arcane spell but only affects the visual and

auditory elements.

Electric Veil

As a reaction, Vytherax can envelop itself in a veil of

lightning. Any creature that hits Vytherax with a

melee attack while this veil is active takes 2d8

lightning damage. This ability can be used three

times per day.

Legendary Actions
Vytherax can take 3 legendary actions, choosing from

the options below:

Detect: The dragon makes a Wisdom (Perception)

check.

Tail Attack: The dragon makes a tail attack.

Wing Attack (Costs 2 Actions): The dragon beats its

wings. Each creature within 15 feet of the dragon

must succeed on a DC 19 Dexterity saving throw or

take 2d6+7 bludgeoning damage and be knocked

prone. Vytherax can then fly up to half its flying

speed.

Vytherax the Stormcaller presents a unique challenge

to any adventuring party, combining the traditional

might of an Adult Blue Dragon with the unpredictable

power of the storm. Encounters with Vytherax should

be a test of both strategy and endurance, as players

navigate the hazards of its desert domain and the

electrical fury of its attacks.

 

 


